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Neuroprosthetic interfaces Neuroprosthetic interfaces with the nervous systemwith the nervous system

Stimulate autonomic nerves to Stimulate autonomic nerves to 
control control bladderbladder, , correct correct 
impotenceimpotence

Pacemaker for heartPacemaker for heart, , 
diaphragmdiaphragm

Record Record myoelectric signal to myoelectric signal to 
control artificial control artificial armarm

Record cortical motor Record cortical motor 
commandscommands

Replace eye Replace eye ––stimulate cortexstimulate cortex

Replace ear Replace ear –– stimulate stimulate 
auditory nerveauditory nerve

Stimulate skin nerves Stimulate skin nerves 
for pain relieffor pain relief

Stimulate Stimulate back back muscle to stop muscle to stop 
abnormal spine curvatureabnormal spine curvature

Record Record sensory sensory 
feedback feedback from handfrom hand

Activate paralysed Activate paralysed 
hand muscleshand muscles

Coordinate activation of Coordinate activation of 
paralysed leg muscles for paralysed leg muscles for 
walkingwalking



Epiretinal Epiretinal 
ProsthesesProstheses

Subretinal Subretinal 
ProsthesesProstheses

Epitelio Epitelio 
pigmentariopigmentario

FotorreceptoresFotorreceptores

Celulas Celulas 
AmacrinasAmacrinas

CelulasCelulas
GanglionaresGanglionares

AxonesAxones
NervioNervio OpticoOptico

CelulasCelulas
BipolaresBipolares
CelulasCelulas

HorizontalesHorizontales

DegenerationDegeneration (RP, DM)(RP, DM)

Cortical Cortical 
NeuroprosthesesNeuroprostheses

Optic Nerve Optic Nerve 
damagedamage



The problem is not to transmitThe problem is not to transmit aa
image withimage with aa high resolutionhigh resolution,, but to but to 
send useful information to the right send useful information to the right 
locations inside thelocations inside the SNC.SNC.

It is important to know how the visual
information is encoded in the retina.



Ganglion cell spike trainsGanglion cell spike trains areare the result of extensive the result of extensive 
signal processingsignal processing inin the retinal networkthe retinal network

AmmermAmmermüüllerller et al.et al.



Development of a reconfigurable Development of a reconfigurable bioinspiredbioinspired visual visual 
processing frontprocessing front--end (artificial retina)end (artificial retina)

Generation ofGeneration of output output spikesspikes

Membrane potential (Vx)

Exc.  1 Exc. n

Inh.  1 Inh.  m

Converter to 
output  spikes

G R

V R

C x

Different approaches:
- Phase coding (firing-time):  td(Vx)
- Spike frequency coding (firing-rate):  F(Vx)



DesignDesign of electrodes for of electrodes for 
cortical cortical stimulationstimulation

Must have electrodes that penetrate Must have electrodes that penetrate 
1.51.5--2.0 mm below the cortical surface.2.0 mm below the cortical surface.
Able to stimulate a two dimensional Able to stimulate a two dimensional 
sheet of neurons.sheet of neurons.
Biocompatibility.Biocompatibility.
Durability.Durability.
Able to induce isolated perceptions.Able to induce isolated perceptions.



Predicted and Predicted and 
measuredmeasured responsesresponses of of 

cat areacat area 1717 cell cell 
ensemble to upwardly ensemble to upwardly 
movingmoving horizontal barhorizontal bar



Is theIs the occipital occipital 
cortex of blind cortex of blind 
subjects able to subjects able to 
processprocess visual visual 
informationinformation??



Braille alexiaBraille alexia
Lesion studyLesion study

54 y/o woman54 y/o woman
Blind Blind ““since birthsince birth””
Braille since age 7Braille since age 7
Braille 4Braille 4--6 h/d6 h/d
Unable to read Braille Unable to read Braille 
after transient comaafter transient coma
Normal neurological Normal neurological 
examexam

Pascual Leone et al. 1999Pascual Leone et al. 1999



Fernández et al, 2002

Mapping the human visual cortex using Mapping the human visual cortex using 
TMSTMS



Perception of Perception of phosphenes in phosphenes in blind subjectsblind subjects



Examples of retinotopic mapping ofExamples of retinotopic mapping of TMSTMS inducedinduced
phosphenes inphosphenes in blind subjectblind subject #8#8

Visual Field



•• How many electrodes are required to How many electrodes are required to 
produce a useful visual sense?produce a useful visual sense?

•• How stable are the How stable are the phosphenephosphene thresholds thresholds 
on a day by day basis?on a day by day basis?

•• How far apart can a pair of electrodes be How far apart can a pair of electrodes be 
positioned and still produced contiguous positioned and still produced contiguous 
phosphenes?phosphenes?

•• Does patterned stimulation produce Does patterned stimulation produce 
patterned percepts?patterned percepts?



Conclusions:Conclusions:
If we can understand more about the fundamental If we can understand more about the fundamental 
mechanism of neuronal coding, and to safely stimulate mechanism of neuronal coding, and to safely stimulate 
nervous system, there will real potential to apply this nervous system, there will real potential to apply this 
knowledge clinically.knowledge clinically.

Our results show that Our results show that intracorticalintracortical microelectrodes could microelectrodes could 
be safely used in longbe safely used in long--term applications, although more term applications, although more 
studies regarding safety and preservation of neuronal studies regarding safety and preservation of neuronal 
tissues as well as optimizations of stimulating parameters tissues as well as optimizations of stimulating parameters 
are needed preceding any clinical trial.are needed preceding any clinical trial.



Never in the history have been so many Never in the history have been so many 
new findings concerning neural prosthesis new findings concerning neural prosthesis 
as have been achieved in the recent 10 as have been achieved in the recent 10 
years. Still there may be a long way to years. Still there may be a long way to 
application of such findings in patients. application of such findings in patients. 
However, it can be expected that, at least However, it can be expected that, at least 
for some patients, effective therapies will for some patients, effective therapies will 
be developed during the upcoming yearsbe developed during the upcoming years..
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